Carbonite Endpoint 360 is a comprehensive, automatic backup solution for all your endpoint devices and the data that resides on them, including data in Microsoft O365. This complete solution protects against accidental deletions, overwriting, ransomware and other threats that Microsoft’s backup and retention policies don’t cover.

Advanced administration

Central management and control features help simplify deployment, while flexible configuration options reduce the impact of backup workloads traveling over the network.

- **Advanced administrative control**: Simplify administrative tasks with legal hold, audit reporting, role-based access, APIs and exports.
- **Flexible recovery options**: Save time by restoring exactly what you need with granular restore of Office 365 content.
- **Centralized control**: Centrally manage and restore user data and minimize data loss with audit trails, monitoring and alerts.
- **Remote management**: Recover data from a device remotely and restore to the same device in the same location or restore the data to an entirely new device.
- **Incremental restore**: Migrate an entire system to a new device while the user continues to work on the old one or a temporary device.
- **Extend to meet specific needs**: Customize the solution to meet your unique needs using the Carbonite Endpoint API — including batch restores.
- **Policy-controlled backups**: Back up endpoint data as often as every minute.

Advanced security features

Carbonite Endpoint 360 protects laptops and mobile devices from internal and external threats. It includes advanced features like device tracking, legal hold and more.

- **Data encryption**: Data is encrypted before it leaves the device using 256-bit AES encryption at rest and Transport Layer Security (TLS).

Overview

- Enterprise-grade endpoint backup for the mobile workforce
- Maximum deployment flexibility and scalability for large, distributed organizations
- Intelligent global usage of bandwidth for fewer disruptions to users and the network

Key capabilities

- Policy controlled backups that don’t interfere with end user productivity
- Complete cloud-to-cloud backup for Microsoft Office 365
- Support for laptop, tablet and smartphone data protection
- Global location tracking
- PC settings migration
- Secure, remote data access from any device, anywhere, anytime
- Quick, silent and centralized deployment & management
- Remote wipe and poison pill
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- **Global device tracking:** Locate a device anywhere in the world with GPS-enabled tracking.

- **Data wipe:** Erase data remotely with time-based policy triggers or on-demand when a device is lost or stolen.

- **Legal hold:** Easily comply with legal hold requirements when facing litigation.

**High performance**

Carbonite Endpoint 360 gives your organization the necessary tools for managing global bandwidth usage intelligently so there’s minimal disruption to network performance.

- **Scalable protection:** Deploy software remotely to support employees in ROBO offices without adding headcount.

- **Global deduplication:** Reduce backup workloads with client-side deduplication, then further reduce data blocks in storage with intelligent, global deduplication of encrypted data.

- **Local cache:** Provide faster data restores and improve network traffic efficiency further by backing up encrypted data to a device’s local cache.

**Support for Office 365**

Carbonite Endpoint 360 ensures comprehensive protection for Office 365 content with backups automatically running up to four times daily.

- **Platform Protection:** Automated backup for Microsoft Office 365 in SharePoint Online, Exchange Online, Project Online, OneDrive for Business, Groups, Teams, Planner and Public Folders.

- **Granular restore:** Recover individual items from Office 365, including mailboxes, conversations, projects, tasks, calendars and files.

- **Rapid recovery:** Schedule restore windows or perform site-level rollback to easily restore Office 365 data.

- **Flexible backup and retention:** Run automatic backups up to four times per day, with flexible retention options.

- **Microsoft integration:** Protected data is hosted in Microsoft Azure.

Contact us to learn more

Phone: 877-542-8637
Email: DataProtectionSales@carbonite.com